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ABSTRACT

The Amazon Radiography Project aims at producing maps
in the scale of 1:50,000, in a area of 1,8 million km2 of the
Brazilian  Amazon  using  PolInSAR data.  The  purpose  of
this  paper  is  to present  the  actual  status  of the  Amazon
Radiography Project  and  its  perspectives.  Together,  some
examples  of  technical  and  logistic  overcoming  will  be
highlighted.  The  products  that  will  be  made  available
throughout the project are orthoimages (X-HH and P-HH-
HV-VH-VV  bands),  digital  surface  and  terrain  models
(DSM / DTM), topographic maps, geospatial databases and
vegetation stratification.  From 2008 until  now 72% of the
project area has been imaged and 48% of the cartographic
products  been  made.  During  the  project,  the  adversities
encountered  generated  the  need  for  methodological
development  such  as  SAR data  processing,  new  backup
politics  and  polarimetric  calibration.  Also,  the  project
allowed  the  technological  development  of  the  Brazilian
SAR industry with the construction of new sensors.

Index Terms— One, two, three, four, five

1. INTRODUCTION

The  detailed  mapping  of the  Amazon  region  has  always
been  a  challenge  for  the  responsible  Brazilian  agencies.
Among the various technical  and logistical difficulties, its
continental  dimensions,  the  lack of a  structured  transport
network, the constant presence of clouds and the aggressive
environment can be highlighted.

Faced  with  the  "cartographic  blank"  in  which  the
Amazon was found in the 1970s, the Brazilian Government
created  the  RADAM  Project  (Amazônia  Radar).  The
project  was  initially  designed  to  carry  out  an  integrated
survey of mineral  resources in an area of 1.5 million km2

using  the  SLAR  (Side  Looking  Airborne  Radar).  This
instrument was selected among the several existing remote
sensors  for  its  capacity  of overcoming  the  difficulties  of
obtaining  homogeneous  images  in  a  region  with  the
constant incidence of clouds and the intermittent rainfall.

As  a  result  of  the  RADAM  Project,  cartographic
products  were  built  on  the  1:250,000  scale  of  an
approximate  area  of  8.6  million  km2.  The  X  band
wavelength of the SLAR sensor allowed the identification
of  areas  rich  in  mineral  resources  besides  allowing  the
classification of different types of land use.

Due  to  the  success  of  the  RADAM Project  and  the
technological  development  of  new  sensors,  in  2008  a
partnership  was  coordinated  by  the  Operational  and
Management  Center  for  the  Amazon  Protection  System
(CENSIPAM) between the Brazilian Navy, Army, Air Force
and  Geological  Service aiming  at  a  new mapping  of the
Brazilian  Amazon region by means of a SAR sensor. The
terrestrial  mapping,  under  the  responsibility  of  the
Brazilian  Army, is  known  as  the  Terrestrial  Cartography
Subproject  or  the  Amazon  Radiography  Project.  In  it,  a
total  area  of  1,8  million  km2 of  the  Brazilian  Amazon
region is being covered, aiming at  producing maps in  the
scale of 1: 50,000 by the Geographic Service (DSG) of the
Brazilian Army [1].

For  the  imaging  of  the  forest  areas,  DSG hired  the
Brazilian  company  BRADAR,  owner  of  the  PolInSAR
airborne sensor technology. Through its OrbiSAR sensor it
is  possible  to  generate  digital  models  and  polarimetric
images  in  the  X and  P bands  of forest  regions  reaching
spatial resolution up to 2.5m.

The Amazon Radiography Project, which is expected to
be completed by 2019, has already enabled the generation
of  several  cartographic  products,  as  well  as  the
development  of  new  methodologies  and  national
technology.  Through  these  products  the  project  is
generating  the  geoinformation  necessary  to  support
infrastructure  projects  and  sustainable  exploitation  of
natural resources in the region.

One  of  the  perspectives  for  applying  the
geoinformation obtained in the project is the development
of biomass estimation models for the region. According to
[2], SAR technology enables the accurate and economically
feasible  estimation  of  forest  aboveground  biomass.  Tests
performed by [3] presented promising results in heterogenic
forests of the Amazon region.

In this context, the purpose of this paper is to present
the actual status of the Amazon Radiography Project and its
perspectives.  Some  examples  of  technical  and  logistic
overcoming will be highlighted.

2. ACTUAL STATUS

2.1 Airborne SAR and field support

Initially the project region was divided into 1° x 1° blocks
of latitude and longitude in order to segment the production
steps. From 2008 to 2013, about 1.3 million km2 (72%) of



the  “cartographic  blank”  were  imaged,  divided  into  124
blocks,  using  the  OrbiSAR-1  and  OrbiSAR-2  airborne
sensors.  At the same time,  the fieldwork required  for the
interferometric  calibration  process  and  the  SAR  data
geocoding  step  were  carried  out.  Figure  1  illustrates  the
region  already  imaged  and  the  flight  forecast  for  the
remaining years.
 

Figure 1 – Imaged areas and perspectives

2.2 Cartographic Production

The  cartographic  products  that  will  be elaborated  during
this project are of fundamental importance for the planning
and  execution  of  other  projects  such  as:  infrastructure
(highways,  railroads,  pipelines  and  hydroelectric),
demarcation  of  areas  for  settlements,  mining  areas,
agribusiness,  elaboration  of  economic-ecological  zoning,
territorial  planning,  territorial  security  and  regional
development.  The  products  that  will  be  made  available
throughout the project execution period are:

-  Orthoimages:  represents  geographic  features  projected
orthogonally, corrected  for  displacement  due to the  relief
and  the  side  view  geometry  of  the  radar  sensor.  It
corresponds  geometrically  to  a  topographic  map,  which
makes  it  possible  to  carry  out  measurements  similar  to
those made on maps. In  this context,  the orthoimages are
developed in the X (HH polarization) and P (HH, HV, VH
and VV polarization) bands;

-  Digital  Surface  Models  (DSM)  and  Digital  Terrain
Models  (DTM):  are  mathematical  representations  of  the
three-dimensional spatial distribution of altitude variations
of a  given  surface.  In  the  case  of the  DSM,  the  surface
represents  the  canopy  level  of  trees  and  other  existing
objects. The method of obtaining the DSM is based on the
technique of SAR interferometry (InSAR) with the X band.
On  the  other  hand,  for  the  DTM  the  P-band  is  applied

changing  the  representation  surface,  which  in  this  case
becomes the level of the soil, even in forest areas;

-  Topographic  Maps:  it  is  a  cartographic  document  that
contains  planimetric  (natural  and  artificial  physical
accidents) and altimetric (contour lines and quoted points)
information  of  the  terrestrial  surface,  using  symbols  or
conventions and means of orientation indicated, that allow
the  measurement  of  distances,  the  orientation  of  the
directions  and  the  geographical  location  of  points,  areas
and  details.  It  takes  into  account  the  current  technical
standards  and  specifications  of  the  Open  Geospatial
Consortium (OGC);

-  Geospatial  database:  it  allows  the  crossing  of various
levels of information for consultation, spatial  analysis and
generation  of cartograms  and  maps  for various purposes.
The cartographic base is composed of a set of geographic
features with their respective attributes, which represent the
physiography  of  the  territory.  It  is  based  on  the  vector
geospatial  archives structured in  categories and  validated,
used in the edition of topographic maps; and

- Vegetation stratification: they are obtained by the slicing
of  the  image  that  represents  the  difference  between  the
DSM  and  DTM,  equivalent  to  vegetation  height.  The
different  slices  permits  the  image  classification   into
different  forest  physiognomies,  such  as:  natural  dense
ombrophylous  forest,  dense  ombrophilous  forest  with
selective harvesting,  secondary forest with different  stages
of  regeneration,  secondary  succession,  alluvial  forest,
“cerrado” and fields / pasture.

Figure  2  illustrates  the  different  products.  Table  1
shows the status of the project in relation to the quantity of
each kind of product expected. Figure 3 shows the blocks
where the products are ready. 

Figure 2 – Amazon Radiography Project products  



Table 1 – Project Status
Product Goal Delivered

Orthoimages 13,590 6,760 (50%)
DSM and DTM 5,436 2,704 (50%)
Topographic Maps 2,921 1,200 (41%)
Geospatial DB 2,921 1,215 (50%)
Forestry Stratification 2,718 1,336 (49%)

Total Products 27,586 13,215 (48%)

Figure 3 – Areas with available products

3. ADVERSITIES AND TECHNOLOGICAL
DEVELOPMENT

3.1 Methodology

During  the  project,  several  adversities  were  encountered.
Some  of  these  adversities  generated  the  need  for
methodological development.

3.1.1 SAR Data Processing
In the steps involving the field work, the difficulty of access
to certain project regions was observed. As a solution, the
methodology of interferometric phase calibration developed
by [4],  called  self-calibration,  was  adopted.  The  method
aims at automatically determining the interferometric phase
difference  without  the  need  for  ground  control  points  in
corner reflectors.

Although the self-calibration methodology was shown
to be adequate for isolated regions, it was observed that the
sequence  of  three  or  more  self-calibrated  and  adjacent
blocks  presented  a  ramp  effect  in  the  digital  models
generated. In this sense, it was necessary to acquire and use
new control  points  so that  there  were no more than  two
adjacent blocks without reference to the terrain.

3.1.2 Backup Politics
The  data  volume being  generated  was  another  adversity
found. It required the development of a new storage policy
for the use of about 3,000 hard disks of 1 TB each, for the

data processing step, and 4200 LTO tapes of 1600 GB each
for the backups.

However,  it  was  observed  that  after  4  years  of data
storage  the  used  hard  disks  began  to  present  reading
failures. In this sense, a procedure was used to re-record all
the hard disks related to the processing stage, every 3 years,
until all the cartographic products referring to those images
were generated. The products, in turn, are put available and
secure in  a  web cloud in  the Brazilian  Army Geographic
Database (BDGEx). They can be accessed by users in  the
website http://www.geoportal.eb.mil.br/mediador/.

3.1.3 Polarimetric Calibration
Among  the  project  perspectives,  the  development  of  a
biomass estimation model was one of the research focuses.
According  to  [5],  the  polarimetric  data  of  the  Amazon
Radiography  Project  makes  it  possible  to  construct
estimation  models  with  a  high  determination  coefficient.
However, after  initial  work presented by [6] and  in-depth
analyzes  of  the  project  data,  it  was  observed  that  the
polarimetric  calibration  was compromised.  The  lack  of a
precise  polarimetric  calibration  procedure  enables  the
generation  of  zero-naught  images  and,  consequently, the
generation of a biomass estimation standard  model for all
the processing blocks.

As  a  consequence  of  this,  the  BRADAR  company,
responsible  for  the  SAR  imaging,  developed  new
procedures  to  be adopted  in  fieldwork  (with  new corner
reflectors  for  sigma-naught  calibration),  data  acquisition
and processing, as described in the next section. 

3.2 Technological Development

During the Amazon Radiography Project, SAR technology
was continuously developed. BRADAR company, owner of
the SAR technology with the P-band in Brazilian territory,
used different techniques and sensors at  different times of
the project.

3.2.1 Mapping between 2008 and 2011
The data was acquired by the airborne sensors OrbiSAR-1
from BRADAR. These images were collected at the X and
P band and processed by DSG using software developed by
BRADAR. The sensor configuration is shown in Table 2.

In  the  last  two  years  of  this  season,  the  phase
calibration without ground control points (corner refletors)
was used [7].

3.2.2 Mapping between 2013 and 2014
In  this  season the OrbiSAR-2 sensor was used.  Together,
the polarimetric and radiometric calibration (sigma-naught)
was applied.

Other  difference was the  sensor  evolution:  the  whole
system  was  upgraded:  control,  data  acquirement  and
recording  (from  40MBps  to  100MBps).  Due  to  this
improvements,  the radar  could collect more points with a



greater  bandwith  and  generate more accurate data  with a
better resolution, also in full-polarization P-band. 

3.2.3 Mapping perspectives from 2017
In a near future, a novel InSAR phase denoising approach
by clustering  and block marching  (BMInSAR) [8] will be
used, better than the state-of-the-art talking about accuracy
and speed. A new BradarSAR sensor [9], that acquires data
with bilateral look (left and right), reducing the number of
flights and maintaining the same accuracy and resolution of
the OrbiSAR-2 will also be applied in mapping production.

Table 2 – OrbiSAR-1 and -2 sensors configuration
Band X P

Aircraft Turbo-commander

Altitude 6086.62 m

Wavelenght 3.125 cm 74.94 cm

Off-nadir Angle 20° 10°

Swath Width 12 km 9 km

Side-looking left

4. CONCLUSION

The Amazon Radiography Project has a strategic dimension
and  its  achievements  will  deepen  knowledge  on  the
Brazilian Amazon through the most complete collection of
data obtained in its history. Many different researches will
benefit from this new knowledge: economic and ecological
zoning of environmental impact, fauna and flora mapping,
mineral  resources analysis, studies for the implementation
of large  private  and  governmental  infrastructure  projects
(highways,  railroads,  pipelines  and  hydroelectric  dams),
demarcation  of  areas  for  local  population  settlements,
agribusiness,  territorial  security planning,  production  and
regional  development.  In  this  way,  adequate  tools  for
planning,  management and decision-making will be made
available to civil society and governmental organizations.

Besides,  the  Radiography  of  the  Amazon  Project  is
already  making  possible  the  development  of  new
methodologies for SAR processing, cartographic production
and data storage management and disseminaton, sensing as
an mapping project example to other  world countries that
shares  the  same  kind  of  tropical  forest  adversities.
Furthermore,  it  highlights  the  technological  evolution  of
the SAR sensors in Brazil
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